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Abstract
In this project, Deep Learning, a sub-field of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence, is
applied to the analysis and classification of medical images. To achieve this goal, an archi-
tecture based on convolutional neural network is used. This type of network learns which are
the main features from the training image dataset allowing to solve the classification problem.
First of all, a summary of the state of the art both for Deep Learning and medical imaging is
presented followed by the model description and the discussion of the results. A last chapter
on possible improvements and future work is also included. For this project, the network has
been trained using Xception model, after studying the performance of the network with other
models, obtaining an accuracy of 91.7%.
KEYWORDS: medical imaging, Deep Learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence,
convolutional neural networks, computer vision.
Resumen
En este proyecto, se estudia la aplicación de Deep Learning, un sub-campo del Machine
Learning y de la Inteligencia Artificial, en el análisis y la clasificación de imágenes médicas.
Para alcanzar este objetivo, se emplea una arquitectura basada en la redes neuronales convolu-
cionales. Este tipo de red aprende cuáles son las características principales de las imágenes del
set de entrenamiento permitiendo resolver el problema de clasificación. Inicialmente, se pre-
senta un resumen sobre el estado del arte tanto del Deep Learning como de la imagen médica,
seguido de la descripción del modelo y la discusión de los resultados. También, se incluye
un capítulo final acerca de las posibles mejoras y el futuro trabajo en este campo. Para este
proyecto, se ha entrenado la red usando el modelo Xception, después de haber estudiado el
rendimiento de la red con otros modelos, obteniendo una precisión de 91.7%.
PALABRAS CLAVE: imágenes médicas, aprendizaje profundo, machine learning, inteligen-
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In the last years, our society has entered a pixel era. Nowadays, a big part of the information
that the technology is managing is in multimedia format, where around 85% of the Internet data
is in pixels and that is why visual data has become very important. Furthermore, many people
are at the same time treating this information, so it is necessary to develop a visual technology
capable to understand it and work with it. This is one of the most important problems that
technology is facing: the huge amount of data.
One of the consequences of this situation is suffered by hospitals and health systems, where
the analysis and diagnosis of medical images (X-Ray, TACs ...) must follow a slow process due
to the great number of patients.
The aim of this project is the development of an application based on Deep Learning using a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This type of network is based on learning the optimal
parameters with a set of filters that extract the most relevant information from the images in
order to classify them. These filters are convolved over the full image, extracting some particular
features and creating a new representation of the initial data (also known as feature map) where
only this feature is visible. This process is called feature extraction. Since many filters are
used, the initial image is then decomposed into its main characteristics. The learning process
is hierarchical since the first layers of the neural network learn low-level features and the last
layers learn high-level features. The process of feature extraction is repeated several times over
all the image dataset, so that the network is capable of correctly learning how to distinguish
between the categories into play. Specifically, in this project, it distinguishes between healthy
lungs and lungs with pneumonia.
The network in this work has been developed in Python, using TensorFlow and Keras. Ten-
sorFlow is an open-source software library used for machine learning that allows building and
training neural networks. Keras is also an open-source library that acts as an API with Tensor-
flow as backend.
Initially, we will make an introduction about the historical context of artificial intelligence and
computer vision and the need to use this technology to help with the massive data processing.
Next, we will go deeper into the mathematical concepts that build this technology and the
architecture used in this project followed by an introduction to medical imaging. Finally, we




Artificial intelligence (AI) has been the subject of science fiction for many years, from liter-
ature to cinematography, representing futuristic scenarios where civilization is dominated by
machines that act and think like humans.
This technology has been sketched throughout human history, for instance, it was already
present in millennial Greek myths like the story of the god Hephaestus, who manufactured
creatures such Talos, a giant of bronze that protected Creta; or in the philosophy of Ramon
Llull, who already in the thirteenth century anticipated that the reasoning could be automated
setting the theoretical basic rules in his design of the Ars Magna, a machine that could prove
whether a theological or scientific postulate was true or false.
However, it was not until the mid-twentieth century when it began to become part of the
technical program, where a group of pioneers started to think about how machines can simulate
humans. Already in 1950, Alan Turning’s essay Computing machinery and intelligence [22]
put into question the capacity of machines to think with the Turing test, where the ability of a
computer is tested to check an intelligent behaviour.
Until the late eighties, the solution proposed to AI programming was a collection of methods,
called Symbolic AI, which assumed AI could be handled through a great set of programmed
rules. This worked very well for logical problems, where the rules are clear, like playing chess,
but failed at solving more complex problems such as image classification or speech recognition.
AI has been increasingly developed in the last years, concretely, since the nineties it has had
exponential growth, due to the increase of computers capacity and, on the other hand, to the
massive quantity of data. These two factors, together with the economic investment, led to
the development of Deep Blue by IBM in 1997, a supercomputer that won Gary Kaspárov in
a memorable chess game, becoming the first computer that won a game of chess to a current
world champion.
Artificial Intelligence is then the capacity of a machine to solve problems usually associated
with human intelligence. With the symbolic AI paradigm, the system is capable, starting from
some defined rules, to solve problems by performing millions of calculations in a much shorter
time than a human. However, there are some problems where the rules are not clear and human
intuition makes its appearance on the scene.
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Let’s put an example: let’s imagine we want to build an application that distinguishes cats and
dogs.
Figure 2.1: A dog and a cat. 1
Our brain is able to easily distinguish a cat and a dog in Figure 2.1, even though both animals
have quite similar characteristics: both have four legs, alike size, pointy ears... How can we
then program the rules to distinguish them? This is an example of a problem that is trivial for a
human, but that can become very tricky for a machine. It is not possible to translate this intuition
problem to a defined rule. That is why Symbolic AI is not valid for this kind of problems.
2.1 Computer vision
Since it became necessary to resolve recognition problems, Symbolic AI no longer worked. We
can only appeal to the most perfect visual technology existing: the human visual process.
Biologically, the vision has an evolution of more than five hundred million years [1]. The
primary visual cortex is located in the occipital lobe, far from the eyes, at the back of the human
brain, and is the area where a great number of neurons work in the first stage of the visual
process.
The visual process can be understood as levels of layers connected by a simple structure
that process the incoming information. Simple cells that are in the primary visual cortex have
receptive fields that respond to the elemental characteristics of objects such as lines or edges
with a defined orientation and location. They act like low-level feature detectors. More complex
cells reply to the movement of these lines in a determined direction, and the hyper-complex ones
respond to angles and corners that move in a defined direction or to lines with specific length
and orientation that move in a determined direction.
Reached this point, we can wonder when visual computing started. In 1963, Lawrence G.
Roberts began with simple structures, so the visual process interpretation is composed by layers,
as it did at a biological level, which means, we think about an image and we imagine some
layers forming this image. Initially, a great number of pixels are received, and they have to
be identified in different groups according to their characteristics. In the ’90s, computer visual
process changed radically due to colour images introducing larger matrices in the reading of the
image data. For example, the algorithm which locates the faces in a digital camera or in our
phones learns the characteristics from these groups of pixels.
In this way, the most important part of visual computing focuses in recognition, i.e learning
important characteristics that enable to recognize determined objects is required and also, it is
1obtained in pharmAdeje https://www.farmaciapharmadeje.com
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essential to understand how these characteristics configure the space.
2.2 Machine Learning
Machine Learning is part of the artificial intelligence based on meaningful data transformations
in order to resolve a problem. Its goal is to create programs that can generalize human behaviour
from information given in the form of examples that induce knowledge to the computer, allow-
ing it to "learn". This learning can be performed in three different ways:
• Supervised: the machine learns from a set of examples previously classified. Many prob-
lems can be solved by applying this learning technique, such as image classification,
programs that delete spam emails, or speech recognition. Supervised learning is the most
common algorithm nowadays.
• Unsupervised: this learning technique consists of finding common characteristics that al-
low separating the different classes without using labelled data. This model is commonly
used in clustering algorithms or to comprehend a dataset before we start a supervised
learning algorithm.
• Reinforcement: this method is the most recent. It consists in getting information from the
environment and, in order to maximize some recompense, learning by choosing among a
pool of possible actions. It has applications in robotics, self-driving, etc.
In this project, we are going to use a supervised learning algorithm, so our machine is going
to learn from a labelled training dataset and then, create a model that is able to classify the new
images that it has never seen before.
For training these kinds of models, we first need a training dataset and the corresponding
labels indicating the category that the data belongs to and, also, a function to tell us how well
the Machine Learning model is performing the classification, in order to have some clear metric
to be optimized during the learning process.
To sum up, these algorithms automatically find operations, such as coordinate changes, trans-
lations, projections, etc., that transform data into more useful representations from predefined
operations, helped by a feedback signal.
2.2.1 Classifiers before Deep Learning
One of the models used for classifying images, and also, the simplest one, is the Nearest Neigh-
bour Classifier [1]. It memorizes the training dataset and, when a new image is given, it com-
pares it to every single image of the training set. The new image is then classified with the label
associated with the closest example that can be found among the training set.
In order to find the closest image, we need to first define a distance metric. One of them is the
L1 distance (or sometimes called Manhattan distance) that compares individual pixels in both
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where d is the distance, Ip1 is the value of the pixel of the new image in the position p and I
p
2
is the value of the pixel of the training image in the position p. Basically, it gets the absolute
value of the difference between the pixels of each image and then it sums all these pixels up
(the difference between every spatial position), adds all of them, and checks how similar both
images are. If both images are identical, the final value obtained is 0, so, the lowest value will
correspond to the closest training image.
Another set of algorithms, which are a bit more complex, are the so-called support vector
machines (SVMs). These algorithms are basically focused on searching the best hyperplane
for dividing a dataset into two classes [3]. The closest points to the hyperplane are known as
support vectors and they are very important because if they are modified or deleted, the dividing
hyperplane would see its position affected. In Figure 2.2, we can see an example of how SVMs
work for a classification task:
Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of the optimal separation. 2
We can be more confident that it has been correctly classified the further away from the hy-
perplane the points are, which must be on the right side. Then, wherever new testing data lands,
any of both sides of the hyperplane will determine the class.
As we can see, these kinds of methods are quite simple, but nowadays, classification prob-
lems need more complex algorithms. After this short review of some of the Machine Learning
algorithms, let’s now introduce the concept of a Neural Network.




Neurons are the elementary unit of artificial neural networks. A neuron receives one or more
inputs and by a non-linear function provides a single output resulted from the sum of inputs.
This function is called activation function and, without it, it would be only possible to perform
linear problems. It is the result of the summation of weighted input:
f(x1, x2, ..., xm) = w1x1 + w2x2 + ...+ wmxm, (3.1)
wherem is the number of inputs. Input data xwill pass through the activation function in order
to perform a linear transformation (rotation + translation) by applying the matrix of weights W
and the b bias factor:
z = W Tx+ b (3.2)
As we are working in a classification scenario, the output must be the probability of an event.
Let’s study the case of a binary classification, where we have two classes: a1 and a2, for exam-
ple. The probability of a1 gives us the probability of a2, because P (a1) + P (a2) = 1, thus, the
mean value of this distribution must be between 0 and 1. As activation function, we can use the




→ σ′(z) = σ(z)(1− σ(z)) (3.3)
σ(z) gives smooth output values, and its derivative depends on the function itself. The sigmoid
function is graphically represented as:
Figure 3.1: Sigmoid function.
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3.1 Learning process
The learning process is a multi-step one. In this section, we will describe this process for one
single neuron where we can distinguish the following steps:
3.1.1 Forward propagation
The neuron receives one or more inputs, where each one is separately weighted and their sum
is passed through the activation function to produce an output.
input→ neuron→ output
So, being x the input and its prediction a the final output. That is:
x→ f(x,W )→ xW + b (3.4)
parameters W and b are applied to the input data and, in the first iteration, both values are
random. Taking z as:
z = W Tx+ b→ a = σ(z)→ L(a, y) (3.5)
where L(a, y) is known as the loss function that will tell us how well we are performing; a
is the prediction and y is the true label. This case is for a single neuron, a neural network has
more neurons like this connected one to another. That is why they are called networks.
3.1.2 Gradient descent
Let f(x) be any function and f ′(x) its derivative, the slope of f(x) at point x is given by f ′(x).
In order to know how the input has to change to get an appropriate output, we minimize f(x),
by [9], that is:
f(x+ ε) ≈ f(x) + εf ′(x) (3.6)
Now, just by shifting x in small increments with opposite sign of f ′(x), it is possible to
minimize f(x). This method is known as the gradient descent.
3.1.3 Loss Function
The accuracy of the model is measured by the loss function. In summary, when the algorithm
does not guess correctly, it sums high numbers; otherwise, it sums smaller values or none at all.
In this way, the bigger the function gets, the worse our classification algorithm is working. This
tells us in which direction we have to go the next time that we introduce the input with the new
weights. If the prediction gets better, the loss function decreases and we repeat the process until
an optimal value is found.
One of the most commonly used loss functions, specially in regression problems with a linear
prediction function, is the mean square error [9]:
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where a are the predictions, y is the vector of regression targets and m is the number of
example inputs used for evaluating. This technique determines the square of the difference
between the predicted value and the actual one.
Through the loss function, we calculate the difference between the output we get and the right
output, determining the error in the prediction. That is why it is necessary for training to use
the right function, since distinct loss functions end up in different errors and therefore, different
consequences in our system. If the neural network has multiple outputs, multiple loss functions
can be involved, but the gradient descent process has to be based on a unique scalar loss value,
so these loss functions are compounded into a single scalar value.
Since we have non-linear prediction functions (due to sigmoid function), we can use another
different loss function for a binary case (m=2), the cross-entropy:
L(y, a) = −[ylog(a) + (1− y)log(1− a)] (3.8)
Then, we can have two cases:
• If y = 1, loss function is L(y, a) = −log(a). Then, we have to minimize L(y, a) in order
to maximize a.
• If y = 0, loss function is L(y, a) = −log(1 − a). We have to minimize L(y, a) in order
to minimize a.
Hence, performing wrong predictions contributes positively to the loss function, making it
bigger, so that minimizing loss function leads to better predictions. This is actually the learning
process.
3.1.4 Backpropagation
In the first iteration, the values of W and b are random, but they are not anymore in the next
iterations. Both values change in order to get the smallest loss function possible. Therefore, we
use an algorithm that searches for the minimum value of the weights and the bias.
Consequently, we have to minimize the loss function through gradient descent. First, deriva-
tives of W and b are calculated and the values are updated in order to follow the direction of the
minimum. Once the first iteration is done, W can be greater or smaller than the minimum value
of W that minimizes the loss function. If it is smaller, the slope at that point and the derivative
of dL/dW , is negative, in the opposite case where W is greater, the slope is positive. The same


















 W = W − αdWb = b− αdb (3.9)
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Where α is the learning rate hyperparameter, which gives the magnitude of the step to take in
the direction of the minimum. The smaller α, the slower the learning process is because we are
taking smaller steps to approach the minimum. This process is known as backpropagation and
it is repeated with all inputs, updating for each iteration W and b.
To sum up, as we can see in Figure 3.2, in order to decrease the loss score, weights and biases
are tuned slightly in the right direction every time that the network processes an example. This
is the "training loop", which, repeated enough times, makes the predicted output closer to the
real targets and therefore, the network gets trained.
Figure 3.2: Backpropagation scheme [3]
3.2 Multiple classification
Moving from a binary scenario to a multiple one, we have to customize the learning algorithms.
Softmax regression is used to classify into multiple categories, so the output layer has the






Softmax returns values between 0 and 1 that can be interpreted as probabilities of a given
result. Then, the probability distribution of each label over m different labels is obtained. The
sample will be classified as the label corresponding to the highest probability.
3.2.1 Loss function
The cross entropy loss function is frequently used for classification problems:
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where y is the true label and a the predicted value. As we want L(y, a) to be as small as








The sigmoid activation function presents several problems that make it unstable when going to
Deep Learning. Having a small derivative implies that systems with many layers will obtain
a gradient so small that they won’t learn almost anything. This problem is called vanishing
gradient. We must then introduce another function with bigger derivative values.
These new activation functions that will be widely used in Deep Learning architectures are
ReLU and Leaky ReLU:
• ReLU. From Rectified Linear Unit, is defined by: y(x) = max(0, x), where x is the input.
More accurate results are obtained with this function.
• Leaky ReLU. It is an alternative to ReLU and it is defined by the following expression:
y(x) =
{
x if x > 0
0.01x otherwise (3.13)
Figure 3.3: Graphic representation of ReLU and Leaky ReLU.




Deep Learning is a subfield of Machine Learning. It consists of a set of algorithms that try to
configure high-level abstractions in data using architectures made of multiple non-linear trans-
formations. Today, we can find many examples of Deep Learning applications to many fields
such as particle physics, cybersecurity, medical research, etc. So, we can place Deep Learning
inside Machine Learning and this, inside AI:
Figure 4.1: Scheme of AI, Machine Learning and Deep Learning. [3]
Deep Learning describes an automatic searching system of finding the best representations for
the target problems using many layers of neurons. Convolutional neural networks are the most
promising algorithms used in Computer Vision nowadays. A Deep Learning neural network is
basically a mathematical framework to get many useful representations hierarchically. We can
see a scheme in the following picture:
Figure 4.2: Representation of a classification model of handwritten numbers. [3]
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In this example, the network has to distinguish handwritten numbers from 0 to 9. The original
input is inserted in the first layer Layer 1. Each layer uses as input the output of the previous
layer that is its representations or feature maps and all of them form a hierarchy of filters whose
parameters can be trained as weights. Finally, the representations of the last layer will tell us
what number is the original input, which is the final input. In this case, it is number 4.
4.1 Image Classification
Image classification is a core task in computer vision. From the point of view of a computer, an
image is composed of pixels that are represented by different values. Every image is made of
pixels forming a rectangular matrix. We can then define a pixel as an image element, being the
smallest homogeneous unit of a digital image.
We can differentiate two types of images according to their colour:
• Black and white. The image is a matrix with values between 0 and 255 depending on the
grayscale. It is 256 possible values corresponding to 28 for 8 bits images.
• Coloured image. It has three different matrices with values between 0 and 255. These
matrices correspond to the RGB colours: red, green and blue, respectively. The final
image is obtained by mixing these three colour channels.
This big amount of numbers supposes a problem called semantic gap, that means, the same
object with two descriptions can have different meanings. Any change like zoom, rotate or
just taking the picture in a different position with the camera of the image where an object, for
example, is represented, even if it represents the same object, for the computer it is completely
different, because every pixel has new different values, so we have the same object representa-
tion with two distinct arrays and we need the algorithms to be robust to this.
This situation, this viewpoint problem, is also repeated with the illumination, deformation,
occlusion (where we just see a part of the object in the image), the background, or just the
intraclass variation where the object appears two or more times in the image. All these situations
create new representations for our algorithm. The correct handling of this situation is very
important for visual recognition.
There are different models for classifying images, but in each supervised learning image clas-
sifier, there are three datasets, each of them composed of images and their corresponding labels.
• Training set: as it is indicated in its name, it is used for the training part, where the
algorithm is learning.
• Development set: also known as dev set, it is the validation dataset, where we will be
testing the model while it is training to detect possible problems such as overfitting.
• Test set: is used to determine the final accuracy of the classifier.
To decide which hyperparameter fits better in our classifier, we have to split the data into
training, validation and test or if we have a small amount of data we can do cross-validation,
where we separate data into folders, try each one as validation and test the results.
15
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4.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks, or CNN, can be understood as an artificial neural network
where neurons are receptive fields similar to the neurons that are in the primary visual cortex
in a biological brain. They consist of multiple layers of convolutional filters of one or more
dimensions. After each layer, one function is added to make non-linear mapping.
Layers are the heart of neural networks. They are a kind of filter that receives some data,
extracts its representations out and converts them into a more meaningful set. In a CNN, layers
are placed one after another, each time more refined, following the example in Figure 4.3:
Figure 4.3: Layers scheme [4]
Each layer is composed of neurons (or nodes) where each one is connected to the others in the
following layer. These neurons take the weighted sum of the input, they receive and pass this
data into an activation function that follows the equation Eq 3.1. The result is the output of the
neuron that will become the input of another neuron in the next layer.
Different layers are involved in a network as we can see in the previous Figure 4.3. Input
layers (or visible) contain the initial variables that will be processed by the rest of the layers,
that is why it is always set at the beginning of the system; output layers are the last ones and
they provide the classification result of the network; and hidden layers take as input the outputs
of previous layers and by an activation function, converts it in the input of the following layer.
They are called hidden because they are between the input and the output layers. Each hidden
layer is getting more meaningful representation, for example, the first hidden layer identifies
the edges, the second one can find the corners and contours; the third, one piece of a determined
object, and so. The more number of hidden layers, the deeper the network becomes.
In summary, training of a neural network works around layers, input data and targets, a loss
function and an optimizer that show how the learning advances. In this way, Deep Learning
uses CNN as a tool to learn the representations in layers that are combined in order to form
a network. These learn patterns that are invariant to translations, which means that, if they
recognize a certain pattern in a region of an image, the network will find it in any other place,
so they have a great capacity for generalization. Likewise, convolutional neural networks can
learn the spatial hierarchy of the images, so the first convolutional layer learns to extract low-
level features (such as lines and edges) and the second one will combine them to create more
complex concepts.
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4.2.1 Variance and bias
For the study of the precision of our network, we need to investigate different kinds of errors
that can be found: bias, variance and irreducible errors.
We have to note that irreducible error (also called noise) alludes to its name, it will never
disappear, we are not going to create a machine with 100% hits, that is not possible. But, on the
other hand, bias and variance can be reduced.
Figure 4.4: Graphic bias and variance 1
Bias shows how far is our estimated value from the right one. A low bias indicates that our
estimations are close to the target and, on the other hand, high bias shows that our algorithm is
losing some relevant information between features and targets, oversimplifying the model. This
leads to high error and underfitting, this means that we probably have a small network that does
not have enough flexibility to properly learn from the training data. Underfitting can be solved
with a greater network or training longer.
Variance reveals the deviation from the expected value, the shorter it gets, the more accurate is
the estimated value. High variance means that the model pays to much attention to the training
data and is no generalizing new data correctly, leading to high error rates on test data, therefore,
in overfitting. The first solution is to find more data, but it is not always possible. Fortunately,
there are more ways to solve it. One of them is by using regularization.
Regularization
There are many ways of using regularization when we are facing overfitting.
One example is Data Augmentation that, basically, generates more training data by using
meaningful transformations on the existing training data so that this is slightly modified. These
transformations are random and different every time a new sample is analyzed. In this way, our
network will not be seeing exactly the same training data twice.
There is another method we can use to fight overfitting, it is called Regularization Ridge, also
known as L2. Its goal is to reduce as much as possible the error in the training set and in the










1obtained in Packt in Machine Learning Quick Reference: https://subscription.packtpub.com/
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where wεRnx , bεR. Alluding to section 3.2.1 Loss Function, w are the weights, L(a(i), y(i)) is
the loss function where a are the predictions, y is the vector of regression and m is the number
of example inputs used for evaluating. Also, λ is the regularization parameter that is chosen in
the development set and ||w||2 = ∑w2j = wTw. The first element of J(w, b) has to fit the best
as possible the model and the second element, making w as low as possible. This will make the
network generalize better by simplifying the model as much as possible while trying to fit the
training data.
4.2.2 Padding and Pooling
While working with CNN there are a couple of concepts that we should be familiar with:
Padding
As we said before, the larger amount of hidden layers, the deeper the network will become,
but, this can also imply that images can be reduced too much by convolutional layers and if the
system has many layers, the image can become too small. So, the information provided by the
pixels in the corners and edges is underrepresented. To solve this situation, we introduce an
additional layer in the corner of the image, this technique is called Padding.
For example, if we have a grid of dimension 5x5, there are only 9 different ways of getting
a 3x3 grid. As the output is going to be 3x3, it will get shrunk in 2x2. To solve this loss
information, one more layer is added in the corners of the image in order to obtain the same
dimension for the input (in this case 5x5) and for the output (3x3 in the example). So, this
new layer has the appropriate number of columns and rows making possible to fit every input.
Continuing our example, we can see another for a 7x7 in the following picture:
Figure 4.5: Procedure of padding. [3]
Padding is done until input and output are the same size. Then, the number of layers added,
p, is obtained by:
image x filter→ nxn ∗ fxf
(n+ 2p− f + 1) x (n+ 2p− f + 1)
n+ 2p− f + 1 = n
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Size of the filters f is usually odd, allowing us to have a middlemost pixel. If there is no
padding done, it will get as:
(n− f + 1)x(n− f + 1) image
Another solution is strided convolution, where instead of shifting the filter in steps of one






We have to note that if n+2p−f
s
is not an integer, it is rounded to the nearest integer below.
Pooling
As with each convolution we are having a hidden layer with more neurons than the previous one,
we need more performance, so, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature map without
losing the most important characteristics, pooling layers are commonly used. This consists of a
function that makes the representation invariant to small translations of the input, so it doesn’t
change the values of most of the pooled outputs when a translation is applied.
Pooling has no parameters to learn. We can see a diagram of how pooling works in Figure
4.6:
Figure 4.6: Scheme of the operation of pooling. 2
4.3 Models
There are different architectures of neural networks relying on information treated. Here, we
focus on the convolutional neural networks in the field of imaging processing, classification and
object recognition. Let’s explain the most common ones used in this project:
2obtained in Medium in Deep Dive into Convolutional Neural Networks: https://medium.com/
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• Xception model is 71 layers deep where spatial correlations and the ones existing be-
tween channels are not mapped together because they are free enough. Xception maps
separately using an operation known as depthwise separable convolution that consists of
doing independently one spatial convolution for each channel, so, first, it searches for
spatial correlations two-dimensional and then, for one-dimensional ones.
• VGG architecture follows common CNN model: some convolutions, activation layers,
max pooling for reducing volume size and some classification layers (softmax) at the
end. This model uses 3x3 convolutional layers one of top of another. VGG16 model
basically uses 16 weight layers in the network and VGG19 employ 3 more layers.
• ResNet50 model is a subclass of ResNet models that employs 50 layers. This model is
known for using a skip connection that allows the input to jump overweight layers that the
network finds less relevant and goes through the identity function, this offsets vanishing
gradient by introducing additional layers.
4.4 State of art
In the last years, since the development of Artificial Intelligence became part of the techno-
logical schedule, it has been moved to many research fields in order to improve technology
invaded by the massive amount of data. Nowadays, the development of Deep Learning is con-
stantly growing in many fields: particle physics, cybersecurity, speech recognition, search en-
gine, medicine...
In particle physics, for example, convolutional neural networks are used to analyze particle
collisions at LHC [7] by classifying images of the events; or to reconstruct the trace of the
particles since the quantity of traces and collisions became impossible to treat with current
methods [10].
For cybersecurity, Deep Learning is still in development, but it performs very well on detecting
intruders in network attacks [23] by using convolutional neural networks combined with auto-
encoders. Also, Deep Learning is used to find threats [21] by using unsupervised models in
order to check anomalies.
It is clear that Deep Learning is becoming an important branch of research in many fields,
in this project, we focus on the study of the application of Deep Learning in medicine, which
has become one of the most important fields where Deep Learning and AI, is being developed.
For instance, Deep Learning models are successfully working for the classification of medical
images for diagnosis purposes and for classification of DNA sequences. This kind of algorithm
can even lead to the discovery of new treatments and new prevention methods. Our work will




Diagnosis in medical imaging consists of the visualization of the internal structure of the human
body through different techniques, where an anatomic image is obtained for medical diagnosis
and research. These techniques can be developed by using X-Ray, ultrasonography, radio-
isotopic emissions and magnetic resonance.
A medical image is a human body representation taken by a set of techniques and determined
processes, whose principal goal is the diagnosis of illness or the study of human anatomy. In
this project, we are focus on medical images obtained by X-Ray techniques that are, usually,
taken using projectional radiography or by computed tomography scan (also called CT scan).
As structural elements with different attenuation coefficients compose the body region to be
studied, the image of a projectional radiography appears as a two-dimensional projection of a
three-dimensional object, similar to a shadow of the bones with a grayscale representation [8].
Dispersion and absorption attenuate the photon beam of X-Rays that spread linearly along
different lineal paths that continue through the object, depending on the thickness, mass den-
sity and region composition. Emergent X-Ray beam provides information in the form of flux
intensity variations in a transversal slice of the beam.
Figure 5.1: Projectional radiography of lungs from the dataset.
In the case of the CT scan, this is an imaging technology that generates 2D anatomical images
by using X-Ray radiation taken from different angles in order to get cross-sectional images. CT
image is a map of the spatial distribution of calculated attenuation coefficients of radiological
attenuation, thus, it can be read as a chart of mass densities of the tissues.
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5.1 Medical Images format
Every image, as we said before, is made of pixels forming a rectangular matrix. Medical images
are stored, principally, in two different formats: NIFTI and DICOM. The difference between
both depends on the way they are used.
5.1.1 NIFTI
NIFTI (Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative [11]) is a standard representation of
images that it is commonly used as an analytic file. These images are 3-D arrays of numbers,
so they form a 3-D image of the whole part of the body and they are saved in .nii format. NIFTI
images don’t contain medical information about the patient or the hospital, but they contain the
imaging metadata like, for example, pixel dimension.
Even though NIFTI images are easier to analyze than DICOM ones, the inconvenience of
NIFTI format is that images obtained directly from the MRI instruments are DICOM, so it is
necessary to convert these to NIFTI.
5.1.2 DICOM
DICOM (from Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine [5, 15]) is a standard repre-
sentation of medical images and the format of files obtained from a scanner or a hospital archive.
Moreover, it is the recognized standard for the exchange of medical images worldwide, that al-
lows to handle, store and visualize them. It enables medical imaging information to be operated
by two o more systems in order to exchange information and use it.
DICOM allows an unequivocal identification of the objects due to each image having a unique
identifier (UID), making medical images information interoperable and, moreover, it is con-
stantly updated. Thus, there is no way to have two UID identical displaying different informa-
tion and also, it is not possible to separate the image of this information.
Its format extension is .dcm and it represents one medical image. Unlike NIFTI images,
DICOM ones contain medical information about the patient and the hospital, and also about the
scanning parameters used to obtain the image and its properties. So, a DICOM image has two
principal components:
• IOD (Information Object Definition) object. This is made up of the image and IEs (Infor-
mation Entities) that is its associated information, about the patient, equipment, image...
• Image(s) and image data.
One more thing is the grayscale image, in order to different monitors or print systems have
identical grayscale, the DICOM grayscale standard display function (GSDF) has been devel-
oped to show digitally assigned pixel values.
It is important to notice that due to The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) (GDPR) [6]
all information stored in these DICOM files must be completely anonymous.
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5.2 State of Art of Deep Learning on medical data
Since Deep Learning has shown its efficiency as a solution to handle huge quantities of data,
many experts have applied this knowledge and methods to medical research. There are many
examples where we can find Deep Learning in medical research:
In patient categorization, revealing new classes of treatable conditions by providing a mean-
ingful approach [2].
Also, in electronic health record (EHR) [16], Deep Learning algorithms can analyze parts of
free text from pathology reports in order to identify tumours’ primary site and their laterality.
This project, Deep Learning in medical images, is focused on the treatment of medical images.
For this part of medical research, there are many studies of the use of this technology in medical






At the end of 2019, Covid-19 disease, produced by SARS-CoV-2 virus, was first detected in
the city of Wuhan in China. During the next few months, the number of patients experimented
a huge increase, leading to the World Health Organization in March of 2020 to declare an
outbreak of Covid-19 a global pandemic, where nearly all countries started taking different
measurements.
In order to avoid the spread of the virus and so, new infections, doctors prefer the use of
projectional radiographs to detect pneumonia in patients’ lungs, instead of using other methods
such as TACs. Projectional radiographs allow keeping a security distance between the X-Ray
machine and the patients, situation that is not repeated in TACs or MRI, where patients are
introduced in the machine, making it more difficult to carry out prevention and hygiene tasks.
Health systems began to collapse, prompting hospitals to take steps to speed up, among other
things, diagnostic processes. Thousands of medical images, most of them chest X-rays, were
taking every day. It was necessary to expedite the diagnosis of pneumonia.
Our dataset is composed of 17374 lung images, 6507 diagnosed with pneumonia.
6.2 Preprocess
We have a binary classification net with 17374 images divided in training set and validation set:
Figure 6.1: On the right, training set and, on the left, validation set.
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For the training set, we have 17374 images, where 6012 are positives and 10336 are negatives.
In the case of the validation set, we have 1026 images, 495 positives and 531 negatives.
As we can observe in Figure 6.1, our dataset is imbalanced between positive and negative
cases, especially in the training set. With the aim of avoiding the net to over-learn from negative
cases harming positive class which is the minority one, it is possible to compensate it by using
a parameter that allows the net to balance the training data in order to avoid over-training in
specific cases of the dataset. It consists of adjusting metrics in the algorithm for the purpose of
balance the minority class by putting more emphasis on it by penalizing the majority class.
6.2.1 From DICOM to Python
Images from the dataset are in DICOM format. Image information is saved in structures as
vectors and matrix, being numpy format the chosen solution to treat this information. So, to
extract the image, we have developed a script that converts dicom data to numpy array.
6.2.2 Normalization of the input
First step running the net is normalization RGB (red, blue, green) of the input by calculating
the mean of colours, in order to avoid colour changes due to lighting. This process consists of
dividing each value of the pixel by the sum of all of them on all channels. That is, if there is a
pixel with R, G and B intensities [20]:












Since we have black and white images, they have only one channel so, in order to use the
pre-trained net, the black and white channel is repeated three times.
6.2.3 Weights initialization
As it is previously explained, CNNs follow a hierarchy where first layers focus on extracting
lines and edges, that is, low-level features that are common in all images. Through the so-called
Transfer learning technique, it is possible to use a neural network previously trained, keep the
first layers frozen and only let the last layer weights vary during the training process.
We have then used a pre-trained model, trained on the ImageNet dataset (with 14.000.000 im-
ages with labels prepared for learning), where optimal weights are calculated for general image
classification. Then, we have taken these weights as a starting point, frozen the first layers, and
retrained only the last ones. This transfer learning method is known as fine-tuning [12] since
it does not train the whole neural network from scratch, but only fine-tunes the relevant high-
level features associated with the problem to be solved. It saves time and computer resources,
allowing us to skip a big part of the training.
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6.2.4 Mini-Batch Gradient Descent
We divide the training dataset into small batches since CNNs do not handle the whole data
at once. This mini-batch allows our network to calculate a specific gradient descent update
for every mini-batch, instead of doing it only once every epoch. The number of epochs is the
amount of times that the network reads the full training set. The batch size is usually chosen to
be a power of 2 to assist with GPU memory allocation.
Our neural network configuration uses a batch size of 16 (24). It is necessary to differentiate
the batch from the epoch.
6.3 Data Augmentation
So as to increase training data, using meaningful transformations in existing data, we can obtain
new training samples with the appropriate labels (we already have them). So, for us, it is the
same image but flipped or with different illumination or even with some black patches, but for
the network, it is, to some extent, a new image. One example from the dataset is:
Figure 6.2: Data Augmentation on one image from the dataset.






The network is trained using a Graphic Design Unit (GPU) and a docker container. These con-
tainers are very similar to virtual machines, but are better at handling the computing resources.
This allowed creating a closed environment with all the packages and software needed to run a
neural network without having to worry about dependencies, or local software installation.
7.2 Why Xception?
Our model has been trained with and without early stopping. This is a regularization method
that avoids overfitting in CNNs by ending the training when the validation metrics start being
considerably worse than the training metrics.
In order to find the most accurate model, we have tested the training of the net with different
models: Xception without early stopping, Xception, VGG16, VGG19 and ResNet50 using early
stopping, resulting in the following results represented in graphs, where we can observe two
curves: one no-smoothed (light) and other smoothed (dark) obtained using the exponential
moving average to analyze more easily the trend that follows. The latter is taken as a reference.
• Training using Xception with 10 epochs and without using early stopping:
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Accuracy (a) and loss function (b) per epoch using Xception model.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: Validation accuracy (a) and validation loss (b) per epoch using Xception.
• Training using Xception with early stopping:
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: Accuracy (a) and Loss Function (b) per epoch using Xception model
with early stopping.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.4: Validation accuracy (a) and validation loss (b) per epoch using Xception
model with early stopping.
From these results, we can conclude that our net achieves overfitting at the fifth epoch.
In Figure 7.1a and 7.2a, where training accuracy and validation accuracy are represented
respectively, as early stopping is not used, we observe that the training curve is better than
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validation accuracy in epoch 4, where the model is not generalizing new data correctly
anymore since it is focusing too much to training data, that is why in Figures 7.3 and 7.4,
where early stopping is used, the last epoch is 4.
On the other hand, we can compare both accuracy values: when using early stopping this
value rounds 0.92, but without early stopping it is more than 0.98. It does not mean that
not using early stopping is necessarily better, it is due to overfitting, because the network
is performing too well training data, leading to high error rates on new data.
We can also observe the effects of overfitting when using Xception without early stopping:
while loss function in Figure 7.1b is decreasing, validation loss in Figure 7.2b is highly
increasing, and it is happening the same when using early stopping, in Figures 7.3b and
7.4b, it in this case, since early stopping is used, by the time overfitting is detected,
training stops and that the last epoch is the fifth.
• Training using VGG16 model with early stopping:
(a) Accuracy (b) Loss Function
Figure 7.5: Accuracy (a) and Loss Function (b) per epoch using VGG16 model with
early stopping.
(a) Validation accuracy (b) Validation loss
Figure 7.6: Validation accuracy (a) and validation loss (b) per epoch using VGG16
model with early stopping.
Using VGG16, the maximum accuracy obtained is close to 0.8 both for training and
validation, less than the 0.91 achieved by Xception model with early stopping. At the
same time, loss function in Figures 7.5b and 7.6b are higher than ones obtained in Figures
7.3b and 7.4b.
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• Training using VGG19 with early stopping, we obtained the following results:
(a) Accuracy (b) Loss Function
Figure 7.7: Accuracy (a) and Loss Function (b) per epoch using VGG19 model with
early stopping.
(a) Validation accuracy (b) Validation loss
Figure 7.8: Validation accuracy (a) and validation loss (b) per epoch using VGG19
model with early stopping.
The value obtained for the of accuracy is close to 0.77 for training and 0.78 for validation,
even less than the 0.8 achieved by VGG16 model and then also, by Xception model.
• Training using ResNet50 with early stopping, we obtained the following results:
(a) Accuracy (b) Loss Function
Figure 7.9: Accuracy and Loss Function per epoch using ResNet50 model with
early stopping.
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(a) Validation accuracy (b) Validation loss
Figure 7.10: Validation accuracy (a) and validation loss (b) per epoch using
ResNet50 model with early stopping.
Using ResNet50, it starts overfitting before the third epoch. From the results, one can see that
the maximum accuracy obtained is a bit higher than 0.80, both for training and validation, better
than the one with VGG19, but it is still less than the 0.91 from the Xception model. We can
conclude that the best option, in this case, is to use Xception model.
7.3 Results
After comparing several architectures and checking that Xception was the one giving the most
promising results, we have decided to use this architecture for the final results. We show here
the results with Xception, tuning the network hyperparameters to optimize the results. Our net
has been trained using early stopping and class-weights balance, obtaining the following results:
Figure 7.11: On the left, loss function and, on the right, accuracy per epoch using
Xception model. In blue, training’s curve and in orange, validation’s curve.
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From Figure 7.11, from the crossing of both curves, training and validation, we can observe
that overfitting is achieved before the fourth epoch, it concretely starts once the third epoch
is completed, where the validation loss curve increases and intersects with training loss in the
halfway between the third and fourth epochs. Same situation is repeated with the accuracy, on
the right of 7.11, where the validation curve starts to decrease from epoch 2 (the third one) and
crosses over the training accuracy curve in the halfway between the third and the fourth epoch.
7.4 Metrics
Here are the metrics from the results obtained from the training:
7.4.1 Confusion matrix
Confusion matrix is a great tool in order to evaluate the network performance with supervised
learning. Each row represents instances in real class and columns show each class prediction
numbers. Confusion matrix for this project is illustrated in the following figure:
• True Negative refers to properly predicted labels with no pneumonia (that is nopato in the
matrix).
• False Positive means incorrect answer for pneumonia.
• False Negative also stands for wrong guessed.
• True Positive is the correct prediction for pneumonia.
Figure 7.12: Standard confusion matrix with the results obtained for our network.
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As we can see, the 45.66% is correctly labelled as pneumonia, this means that 91.32% of
the images labelled with pneumonia are properly identified. On the other hand, the algorithm
does not so well lungs with no pneumonia predictions with a 46.05%, that is, 92.10% of no
pneumonia cases.
7.4.2 Accuracy
The accuracy can be defined as the success rate for the predicted label [18]:
accuracy =
TrueNegative + TruePositive
TrueNegative + TruePositives + FalseNegative + FalsePositive
(7.1)
Here, the value obtained for the accuracy is 91.7%.
7.4.3 Recall or sensitivity
Recall or sensitivity is the ratio of true positives between all true positives and false negatives,
that is, how good the model detects each class. So, it is the network capacity to obtain all the





For the network, we have obtained a value of 91.7 %.
7.4.4 Precision
Precision is the ratio of true positives between all positives (both false an true), so it tells us how





For the network, we have obtained a value of 91.7 %.
7.4.5 F1 score
F1 score is an statistical measure of the accuracy in a binary classification, being 1 its best value
and 0 the worst. It is determined by calculating the weighted average of the precision and recall:






For the network, we have obtained a value of 0.9.
As the precision and the recall have both high values, we can conclude that our model performs
well for the classification. If instead of having precision and recall with high values, we had a
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low recall and high precision, the model wouldn’t detect correctly the classes, but when it does,
it is correct. On the other hand, if the recall is high but precision is low, classes are correctly
detected but it includes instances from other classes. Of course, the worst case would be low
recall and precision, which means the model does not achieve a correct classification.
If we haven’t used the class weights parameter to balance the dataset, probably we would
have obtained a model with high precision but a low recall. Since we have used this option, we
obtained both values high.
7.4.6 Comparison with the current state of the art on pneumonia using
deep learning
Deep Learning techniques have also been studied for pneumonia detection in other researches,
such as [13], published in 19th of March of 2020, which distinguishes pneumonia on chest CT
in order to detect COVID-19. Comparing the results obtained in this article with our results, we
have obtained a recall of 91.7% compared to the 90% of the study, and for the precision, 91.7%
versus the 96% of [13].
7.5 Code





A CNN has been trained for the classification of medical images, concretely, between lungs with
pneumonia and healthy lungs, obtaining a result for the accuracy of 91.7%. For this purpose,
the variance has been studied in the results of the first training, observing the necessity of
using early stopping method in order to avoid overfitting, which has been achieved at the fourth
epoch. Also, different models based on fine-tuning techniques have been studied and compared:
Xception, VGG16, VGG19 and ResNet50. Once the model which fits the best with our network
was found, in this case, Xception model; a more thoughtful training has taken place.
Moreover, the use of the class weighting technique to balance the dataset and data augmen-
tation to increase training data has contributed avoiding overfitting. The result obtained can be
improved by using a bigger dataset with more samples of lungs with pneumonia and healthy
lungs of different patients covering, preferably, all ages for both sexes and different physiologi-
cal profiles: smokers, athletes, asthmatics...
Following the growth of Deep Learning and, especially, of CNN in the last years, one possible
scenario to work could be saliency maps [19]. This technique is focused on unique image
features which are the most relevant to classify an image with a certain label.
This could help in the future to achieve better results and even to find new characteristics not
considered as relevant by medical professionals.
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